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Summary
A four-beat quadrupedal gait (e.g. tolt) would seem to
minimize limb work, as collisional losses are reduced. Why,
then, do most quadrupedal mammals transition from a
four-beat walk to a two-beat run (e.g. a trot)? Here we
explore how optimal gait changes with pitch moment of
inertia (MOI) and speed. At high speeds, four-beat run-
ning is only optimal with large pitch MOI; a two-beat run
is otherwise optimal. The opposite is true at slow speeds;
four-beat walking is only optimal at low pitch MOI. Most
mammals have relatively low pitch MOI, explaining their
four-beat to two-beat gait transition. Physically, walking
and running are conversely affected by whether impulsive
contact at the forelimbs will tend to raise or lower the
hindlimbs (and vice versa), as determined by the MOI.

Introduction
The argument that a four-beat quadrupedal gait minimizes
work [3] is only valid for a quadruped with infinite moment
of inertia. When pitch MOI is finite, distributed contacts
will pitch the body. The energy wasted in body rotation
might outweigh the benefits of reduced cost to redirect the
center of mass at contact.

Raibert and Murphy [1] defined the dimensionless
group Î = 4I/mL2, where I is pitch moment of inertia,
m is body mass and L is the hind-to-forelimb joint dis-
tance. With center of mass halfway between limbs and
Î < 1, hindlimb impulse tends to lower the forelimbs (and
vice versa), whereas for Î > 1 contact in one pair of limbs
will raise the opposite pair [2]. For short contacts be-
tween limbs, a four-beat tolt is energetically favourable
when Î > 1, otherwise a two-beat trot or pace is [2].

But why, then, do most mammals transition from a
pitching gait (4-beat walk) to a non-pitching gait (2-beat
trot) as speed increases? When Î > 1 in walking, double-
stance contact will tend to raise the vaulting, opposite
limb, costing work. For Î < 1, transfer of support does not
raise the vaulting limb; the energetically beneficial strategy
is to distribute contacts.

It is not immediately clear if the above heuristic argu-
ments are valid for all combinations of speed and MOI. We
used trajectory optimization of a work-based cost function
to explore these ideas in a fully dynamic simulation.

Methods
The planar quadrupedal model follows [4]. Massless limbs
were constrained to have maximum length = torso length.
Unlike [4], the model was constrained to use symmetri-
cal gaits, lowering solve time. The model otherwise self-
selected contact sequence through complementarity con-
straints [4]. While a force-rate penalty was imposed to
avoid impulsive contact, it was kept small so as to reduce
its influence and focus on work-minimizing solutions.

Optimal solutions were solved for 1.5 ≤ T̂ ≤ 4,
(T̂ ≡ T

√
L/g) representing the range of nondimensional

stride times observed in naturally-occurring gaits [5], and
0.2 ≤ Î ≤ 10. We determined nondimensional speed
(Û ≡ U/

√
gL) using regression for cursorial mammals [5].

Results and Discussion
Optimal gaits are plotted as a function of T̂ and Î in fig-
ure 1. At low T̂ (and high Û) running minimizes work.
As predicted, at low Î the optimal run is 2-beat; at high
Î it is 4-beat, and the transition point is close to Î = 1.
The opposite is true at high T̂ (low Û); 4-beat gaits are
work-minimizing at low Î and 2-beat gaits minimize work
at high Î. The transition point is not exactly at Î = 1,
and increases with T̂ .

Pitch MOI is plotted for a giraffe, dog and robot [6],
over the biologically-realistic stride period range. Dogs
naturally transition from a 4-beat walk to a two beat run
at Û ∼ 0.8 [4], close to model predictions. Likewise, the
robot RAMOne [6] finds a 2-beat run and 4-beat walk to
be energy-minimizing, as predicted by its low MOI.

Although giraffes have Î > 1, they occupy a region
where a 4-beat walk is favoured, explaining why they use
this gait at low speeds despite their unusually large neck.
Giraffes do not trot, but canter; an asymmetrical gait that
cannot be performed by the model. We are unsure if any
organism has higher Î, but likely some extinct sauropods,
with extremely long tails and necks, once did.

Figure 1: Work-minimizing gaits as a function of normalized stride

time (T̂ ) and pitch MOI (Î). Three real world examples are plotted

as black bars at their respective Î. Dog walk-trot transition = ?

Conclusions
Pitch MOI has converse effects on running and walking gait
energetics. Low pitch MOI favours two-beat non-pitching
gaits in running, but 4-beat pitching gaits in walking. Our
results show that pitch dynamics can explain much about
gait selection and energetics in both robots and animals.
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